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Precise orbit determination can be achieved using only range measurements (no angle measurements) collected

from several radars in a regional network. As uncompensated range biases are comparable to Global Positioning

System pseudorange errors, 1� position and velocity errors smaller than 10 m and 1 cm=s are possible. Global

Positioning System-level accuracies can be achieved rapidly during initial trilateration and maintained for the

duration of the satellite pass (e.g., 1000 s) because initial velocity errors are small. Missile defense radars can benefit

from trilateration because accurate orbit determination and excellent covariance fidelity can be achieved on a very

short timeline. Covariance fidelity is improved with a recursive trilateration filter that characterizes the effects of

range measurement biases on the estimation process. An important finding is that, for a multiple radar network,

trilateration is more accurate than fused triangulation with uncalibrated angle biases.

I. Introduction

O RBIT determination and prediction accuracies have improved
after decades of technology upgrades to sensors and to

geopotential models. Range trilateration is routinely performedwith
the Global Positioning System (GPS) and with satellite laser ranging
(SLR) systems. For example, GPS trilateration accuracies of 2–3 m
[1–3] and SLR accuracies of several centimeters [4,5] have been
demonstrated. Long-term prediction accuracies are limited primarily
by uncertainties in drag at altitudes below 600 km and by unmodeled
solar radiation pressure at altitudes above 600 km [6].

Missile defense radars are required to track objects without
onboard GPS receivers or laser reflectors. In this case, orbit deter-
mination can be performed by radar triangulation, using range and
anglemeasurements collected with one radar. High-resolution radars
can measure range very accurately, and range-Doppler images of an
orbiting object can be synthesized [7]. Angle measurements, derived
from signal-return amplitudes using monopulse techniques [8], are
less accurate and can be further degraded by environmental effects
such as tropospheric refraction [9–11]. Crossrange errors, which
scale with the product of range distance and angle errors, cause radar
triangulation errors that exceed GPS and SLR trilateration errors by
two or 3 orders of magnitude.

A trilateration radar [12], meaning three radars employing only
range measurements (no angle measurements), can significantly
improve orbit determination accuracies. As uncompensated range
biases are comparable to GPS pseudorange errors, 1� position and
velocity errors smaller than 10 m and 1 cm=s are possible. These
accuracies can be achieved rapidly during initial trilateration when
three radars simultaneously view the satellite. Afterward, GPS-level
position accuracy can be maintained for the duration of the satellite
pass (e.g., 1000 s), even with fewer than three radars, because initial
velocity errors are small. All radar locations relative to the geoidmust
be accurately specified, and radar range measurements must be
accurately calibrated.

Missile defense radars can benefit from trilateration because
accurate orbit determination and excellent covariance fidelity can be
achieved on a very short timeline. Covariance fidelity is concerned
with the consistency of the filter covariance matrix with the statistics
of estimation errors. Consistent covariances are generated when

radar measurement biases are accurately characterized (but not
corrected) in the estimation process [13]. Alternatively, direct esti-
mation and removal of the measurement biases also improves
accuracy and covariance fidelity [14]. Covariance fidelity is impor-
tant for interceptor battle management and radar-to-interceptor track
correlation.

In this article, radar trilateration is formulated and compared with
more conventional techniques such as triangulation and fused
triangulation. New contributions include an initial orbit determi-
nationmethod based on trilateration and the unnoticed advantages of
trilateration for ballistic missile defense. The trilateration concept
and range measurement model are presented (Sec. II). A recursive
filter is formulated to accurately characterize the effects of range
measurement biases on the estimation process (Sec. III). The
recursive filter is initialized with a special trilateration solution and
nonlinear batch filter (Sec. IV) that minimize orbit determination
errors and filter settling time. Orbit determination accuracy and
covariance fidelity are analyzed using Monte Carlo simulations
(Sec. V). New and important applications to ballistic missile defense
include radar angle bias calibration and improved system-level track
accuracy and covariance fidelity (Sec. VI). Conclusions are
presented (Sec. VII).

II. Trilateration Concept and Range
Measurement Model

The satellite radar ranging (SRR) technique can be implemented
with a network of three phased-array radars. The trilateration process
involves conventional radar triangulation followed by precise radar
trilateration (Fig. 1). A mathematical model for range measurements
is also discussed.

During the triangulation phase, range and angle measurements
are processed by three independent recursive filters. Triangulation
estimates have significant crossrange errors caused by uncalibrated
angle biases. When multiple objects are present, each radar asso-
ciates its own detections to sensor-level tracks. Radar-to-radar
correlation is done at a central processor or battle manager. System-
level tracks can then be synthesized using trilateration or fused
triangulation.

After radar-to-radar correlation, associated radar range measure-
ments are trilaterated using batch and recursive filters. During initial
trilateration, range estimates are interpolated to a common timeline
using range rate estimates. These initial position and velocity
solutions are refined with a nonlinear batch filter using range mea-
surements (which need not be simultaneous). After initialization by
the batch filter, a recursive filter maintains track using range
measurements from any number of radars. Angle measurements are
never used because uncompensated angle biases would significantly
degrade crossrange accuracy.
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Trilateration and triangulation filters can be implemented in a
variety of ways (refer to Fig. 2). Orbit determination accuracy and
covariance fidelity are compared for trilateration (white), triangu-
lation (black), and fused triangulation (gray). Orbit determina-
tion accuracies are qualitatively indicated on a logarithmic scale.
Covariance fidelity is excellent when covariances are consistent
with the statistics of the estimation errors. Optimistic covariances
(poor fidelity) underestimate these errors by an order of magnitude.
Different filter mechanizations are identified by shapes that describe
the number of state variables estimated (6, 9, or 12) and whether
measurement biases are characterized or removed.

Triangulation with one extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the least
accurate option with the poorest covariance fidelity. EKF(6) is also
the least complex option because it has six state variables and bias
models are not required. Accuracy can be improved by fusing three

EKF(6) triangulation solutions or with EKF(6) trilateration, but
covariance fidelity is poor.

Covariance fidelity is improved by properly characterizing the
effects of unmodeled measurement biases on the estimation process.
As bias models are required, a bias characterization filter BCF(6) is
more complex despite having the same six state variables. Range
biases are characterized for trilateration, whereas range and angle
biases are characterized for triangulation. In this article, triangulation
and trilateration are implemented (Fig. 1) with batch and recursive
BCF(6) filters, which provide the best accuracy and covariance
fidelity with reasonable (though not minimum) filter complexity.

EKF bias estimation is themost accurate andmost complex option
with the best covariance fidelity. Filter complexity increases because
more state variables are estimated and bias prediction models are
required. For example, a trilateration EKF(9) has three additional
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Fig. 1 SRR concept is implemented with conventional radar triangulation (Step 1) followed by precise radar rrilateration (Step 2). A precise ephemeris

is generated with range measurements only (white boxes) after range and angle measurements are collected and properly associated with radar tracks

(black boxes).
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Fig. 2 Orbit determination accuracy and covariance fidelity are compared for trilateration (white), triangulation (black), and fused triangulation

(gray). Shapes identify different filter mechanizations, including number of state variables estimated and whether biases are characterized (oval) or

removed (hexagon, polygon).
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range bias states, whereas a triangulation EKF(12) has six additional
range and angle bias states. BCF(6) and EKF(9) trilaterations are
more accurate (and simpler) than a single triangulation EKF(12)
because attitude angle biases are poorly observable. The same is true
with fused triangulation using three EKF(12) (not shown).

Each phased-array radar uses a linear, frequency modulated
(“chirp”) waveform. The kth rangemeasurement is a linear combina-
tion of true range distance �k and true range rate _�k, corruptedwith an
additive range bias bk and a random range error vk:

yk � �k � ��k _�k � bk � vk (1)

The range-Doppler coupling time ��k depends on radar center
frequency, pulse length, and chirp bandwidth [15], and ��k can be
positive or negative depending on chirp polarity. As ��k is known, �k
and _�k could be measured directly by transmitting two virtually
simultaneous pulses with positive and negative ��k values. Alter-
natively, direct measurements of _�k could be determined with
Doppler processing. Range measurements for trilateration are given
by Eq. (1), and the impact of range rate measurements on accuracy
will be analyzed later.

Range bias and random errors are modeled by additive, zero-
mean, uncorrelated Gaussian random variables (Efbkvkg � 0) that
fluctuate on different time scales. Thermal noise causes random
fluctuations vk on each radar measurement, whereas environmental
effects cause slowerfluctuationsbk. Range bias varianceBk � Efb2kg
might change hourly or daily, whereas range random variance Rk �
Efv2kg fluctuates with signal-to-noise ratio (and hence with �k).

Electromagnetic ray propagation through the troposphere causes
time delays and angular refraction errors that fluctuate with line-of-
sight (or LOS) elevation andwith local atmospheric conditions along
the radar path to a satellite [9,10]. Angular refraction errors are
not considered because only range measurements are used for
trilateration. In clear air environments (i.e., no weather effects),
tropospheric range errors scale with the cotangent of elevation [11].
For example, uncompensated range errors are 25m at 5 deg elevation
and decrease to a fewmeters at zenith. Real-time corrections to range
(and angle) can be computed from surface refractivity, determined
from in situ measurements of pressure, temperature, and relative
humidity. These corrections remove all but 5–10% (3�) of the total
errors, leaving residual range biases of 1–2 m (3�) after correction.

In weather environments, clouds and precipitation can cause time-
dependent range errors on the order of 1–2 m [11]. For simulation
purposes, these errors can be modeled by colored noise, or by
an exponentially correlated Markov random process with time
constant �w and process noise variance ~q� provided in Table 1. These
parameters model a steady-state range measurement uncertainty of
0.5 m caused by weather disturbances. These random errors are
added to clear air tropospheric errors that scale with the cotangent of
elevation.

III. SRR Bias Characterization Filter

A sequential correction and prediction process generates SRR
estimates and covariances. The correction (or update) step uses a
batch filter for initialization and a recursive filter for track main-
tenance. Nonlinear prediction models for the orbit and bias states are
formulated for the prediction step.

An orbiting satellite is modeled as a point-mass object with state
vector x consisting of the inertial position r and inertial velocity v:

x � r

v

h i
; r� � x y z �T; v� � _x _y _z �T

The kth radar has known inertial position Rk and inertial
velocity Vk:

R k � �Xk Yk Zk �T; Vk � � _Xk _Yk _Zk �T

True range distance �k and true range rate _�k are specified by:

�k �
�����������������������������������������������������������������������
�x � Xk�2 � �y � Yk�2 � �z � Zk�2

p
_�k � �� _x � _Xk��x � Xk� � � _y � _Yk��y � Yk�
� �_z � _Zk��z � Zk��=�k

Range measurements yk are specified by Eq. (1). For clarity of
presentation, it will be assumed that three range measurements are
available, and a vector measurement model generalizes Eq. (1):

y � h�x� � b� � h�x� �
�1 � ��1 _�1
�2 � ��2 _�2

�3 � ��3 _�3

2
64

3
75; b�

b1

b2

b3

2
64

3
75

��
v1

v2

v3

2
64

3
75 R� Ef��Tg; B� EfbbTg

When multiple objects are tracked, these range measurements
must be properly associated to the same object, otherwise sizeable
errors can occur (as noted earlier). A 3 	 6 measurement sensitivity
matrix is given by:

C�x� � @h�x�
@xT

�
C1�x�
C2�x�
C3�x�

2
4

3
5

Ck�x� � @yk=@�rT; vT� � � @�k=@rT � ��k @ _�k=@rT ��k @ _�k=@v
T �

@�k=@r
T � @ _�k=@vT � � x � Xk y � Yk z � Zk �=�k

@ _�k=@r
T ��� _x � _Xk _y � _Yk _z � _Zk �=�k � � _�k=�k�@�k=@rT

(2)

All batch and recursive filters characterize the effects of
unmodeled range biases on the trilateration process. The bias
characterization filter with six state variables, denoted BCF(6), is the
same as a Schmidt–Kalman filter [13]. The BCF(6) covariance
matrix is consistent with the 1� statistics of the biased errors in
the estimates. In contrast, the covariance of an extended Kalman
filter, or EKF(6), significantly underestimates the biased error
statistics because only the random measurement errors are modeled
and the measurement bias statistics are ignored. As the BCF(6) and
EKF(6) estimates are biased, better orbit determination accuracy
could be achieved at the expense of added complexitywith range bias
estimation [14].

BCF(6) provides estimates of the 6 	 1 state vector x, its 6 	 6
covariance matrix P� Ef�x�xTg, and a 6 	 3 matrix S� Ef�xbTg
that models correlations among state errors and range biases. A prior
state estimate �x is updated with a gain-weighted measurement
residual �:

x̂� �x� K� �� y � �y � y � h� �x� (3)

As b is not estimated, the prior measurement estimate �y does not
include a prior bias estimate. Two prior covariances �P, �S specify the
6 	 3 gain matrix K and 3 	 3 residuals covariance N � Ef��Tg:

K � LTN�1 L� �P �C� �S

N � �C �P �CT � B� R� �C �S�� �C �S�T

where �C� C� �x� is specified by Eq. (2). An identity matrix specifies
the 3 	 3 range bias sensitivity matrix, which is therefore omitted.
Covariance updates are specified by:

Table 1 Exponentially correlated Markov

range disturbance model in weather

Description Symbol Value

Markov time constant �w 50 s
Range weather variance ~q� �5 m�2
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P̂� �P� KL � �KL�T � KNKT Ŝ� �I � K �C� �S� KB (4)
Although �S� 0 is assumed at initialization (Sec. IV), subsequent

updates have nonzero Ŝ values. This is a significant difference from
consider covariance techniques [13].

Satellite orbital motion is determined primarily by the Earth’s
gravitational field because drag is not important at altitudes above
600 km. Although drag accelerations are not included for this reason,
the formulation can be generalized to include drag for satellites at
lower altitudes. Orbital state variables are described by nonlinear
differential equations:

dr

dt
� v

dv

dt
���e

r2

�
r

r
� 3J2R

2
e

2r2

��
5z2

r2
� 1

�
r

r
� 2z

r
Z

��
� r U (5)

where �e, Re, Z are the Earth’s gravitational parameter, equatorial
radius and unit-polar axis, respectively, and time derivatives are taken
with respect to the inertial frame. The dominant gravitational
accelerations arise from the central, inverse-square gravity field and
from Earth oblateness (modeled by the J2 coefficient). As each
higher-order zonal or tesseral harmonic term of the geopotential
function U is O�J22�, the disturbing acceleration r U may be
neglected for short prediction intervals because its magnitude does
not exceed 15–20 �g at orbital altitudes above 700 km, depending
on the geographic location of the subsatellite point. A prediction
equation for the state error covariance includes a gravity-gradient
matrix �g that is complete to O�J2� [14]:

dP

dt
� F�x�P� PFT�x�; P�0� � P̂ F�x� � O3 I3

�g O3

� �
�g �

�e
r3

�
3rrT

r2
� I3

�
� ~�g

~�g ��
3J2R

2
e

2r5

35x2z2

r4
� 5�x2�z2�

r2
� 1 5xy

r2

�
7z2

r2
� 1

�
5xz
r2

�
7z2

r2
� 3

�
5xy
r2

�
7z2

r2
� 1

�
35y2z2

r4
� 5�y2�z2�

r2
� 1 5yz

r2

�
7z2

r2
� 3

�
5xz
r2

�
7z2

r2
� 3

�
5yz
r2

�
7z2

r2
� 3

�
35z4

r4
� 30z2

r2
� 3

2
6666664

3
7777775

(6)

Process noise is not included in Eqs. (5) and (6), although the
simulation results (Sec.V) suggest that itmay be necessary to include
radial process noise to enhance covariance fidelity. The state and
covariance equations are coupled becauseF�x� depends on the state.

At the first update, initial conditions for the orbit state and
covariance are provided by a batchfilter (refer to Sec. IV). Afterward,
initial conditions are specified by the correction process, whose
outputs are the filter updates (3) and (4).

The range bias b is modeled by a linear, first-order, vectorMarkov
process with a time constant �A and zero process noise:

db

dt
� FBb FB ��I3=�A (7)

Bias process noise Q is included in the prediction of the bias
covariance:

dB

dt
� FBB� BFTB �GBQGTB GB � I3=�A

Q� diagf q� q� q� g
����������
cot �
p

(8)

Constant range variances q�, which may be interpreted as process
noise “commands,” are empirically scaled by cotangent of elevation
� because the largest range errors occur at low elevations. Asb,B are
only characterized (not updated), initial conditions for thesevariables
are the bias and covariance values predicted by [7,8]. Numerical
values of the Markov parameters are provided in Table 2.

A prediction equation for the bias-state correlation covariance
matrix is given by:

dS

dt
� FS� SFTB; S�0� � Ŝ

where F, FB are specified by Eqs. (6) and (7). Although �S� 0 is

assumed at initialization, the batch filter update generates nonzero Ŝ
values (refer to Sec. IV). After this batch update, subsequent initial
conditions (also nonzero) are specified by the updates (4).

IV. SRR Initial Orbit Determination

Initial orbit determination is performed with only range
measurements to minimize errors and settling time of the recursive
filter. Conventional algorithms not suitable because range and
angle measurements are used (e.g., the method of Herrick and
Gibbs), or a good initial guess is required to initialize an iterative
solution of simultaneous nonlinear equations when six range

measurements are provided [16]. In the event that only two radars
are available, a fused triangulation solution is a suboptimal alter-
native for initialization.

With three radars, optimal initial estimates and covariances are
determined with two algorithms. An initial trilateration solution is
determined with range and range rate estimates (Sec. IV.A). Large
initial errors (e.g., 10–15 m and 1 m=s, 1�) can be reduced by an
order of magnitude by initializing a nonlinear iterative batch filter
with the initial trilateration solution (Sec. IV.B). After processing
range measurements over a short time interval (e.g., 10–15 s),
the improved batch estimates and covariances initialize the recur-
sive filter.

A. Initial Trilateration Solution

The SRR trilateration process starts with a special-purpose
algorithm that requires three simultaneous estimates of range and
range rate, and their covariances. Range and range rate estimates
and covariances are determined during the triangulation process
(step 1, Fig. 1). Nonsimultaneous range estimates can be reliably
interpolated to a common update time with range rate estimates.
Noisy range measurements are not used because interpolation is
problematic and range-Doppler coupling effects must be properly
compensated.

Three radars and the satellite define a pyramid with a triangular
sides and base (Fig. 3). The radars are located at the vertices of the
triangular base, and the orbiting satellite is at the apex. The inertial
positions R1, R2, R3 of the vertices are known and the three range

Table 2 Filter tropospheric model parameters

Description Symbol Value

Markov tropospheric range time constant �A 50 s
Tropospheric range process noise q� �10 m�2
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estimates �1, �2, �3 from the vertices to the satellite are specified.
Consequently, all sides of the pyramid are specified:

R12 �R2 �R1; R12 � jR12j R13 �R3 �R1

R13 � jR13j R23 �R3 �R2; R23 � jR23j
�1 � jr �R1j; �2 � jr �R2j; �3 � jr �R3j

As all sides of four triangles are specified, it is clear from
elementary geometry that all interior angles of the pyramid may be
determined. With this information, the position of the satellite may
be determined, as follows.

A transformationR from inertial to pyramid coordinates is defined
by three unit vectors:

RT � � e1 e2 e3 � e1 �
R12

R12

; e3 �
e1 	R13

je1 	R13j
e2 � e3 	 e1

The unit vectors e1, e2 are in the pyramid base plane, and e3 is
perpendicular to the base plane, positive toward the apex of the
pyramid. The inertial position r of the satellite is given by:

r �R1 �RT�1 (9)

Satellite position relative to the verticesmay be resolved into base-
plane components relative to the origin of coordinates at vertex 1:

�1 � � � � 	 �T �2 � � � � �2 � 	 �T

�3 � � � � �3 � � �3 	 �T �2 � R12; �3 �R13 
 e1
�3 �R13 
 e2

where �2, �3, �3 are the known coordinates of vertices 2 and 3 relative
to the origin at vertex 1. Themagnitudes of these vectors specify a set
of simultaneous nonlinear equations:

%21 � �2 � �2 � 	2 %22 � �� � �2�2 � �2 � 	2

%23 � �� � �3�2 � �� � �3�2 � 	2

After algebraicmanipulation, it may be shown that these equations
have unique solutions:

�� 1

2
��2 � ��21 � �22�=�2�

�� 1

2
��3 � ��23 � 2��3 � �21 � �23�=�3�

	�
������������������������������
�21 � ��2 � �2�

q
(10)

where 	 > 0 because the satellite is always above the triangular base
plane. The same position solutions have appeared in the literature
[17,18].

Besides position solutions (10), velocity solutions and the
corresponding position and velocity covariances must be deter-
mined. Derivations are provided because these quantities are not
readily available in the published literature. The inertial velocity v of
the satellite is given by:

v � V1 �RT d�1

dt
� dRT

dt
�1

dRT

dt
�����!P�R�T (11)

where V1 is the inertial velocity of the radar at vertex 1, !P is the
inertial angular velocity of the pyramid frame relative to the inertial
frame, resolved in pyramid axes, and � is the skew-symmetric
rotationmatrix. Satellite velocity relative to the stationary vertices are
resolved into base-plane components:

d�1=dt� d�2=dt� d�3=dt� � _� _� _	 �T

where _�2 � _�3 � _�3 � 0 because the pyramid’s vertices are sta-
tionary in base-plane coordinates. Time derivatives of Eq. (10)
specify the relative velocity components in terms of known range
distances and range rates:

�1 _�1 � � _�� � _�� 	 _	 �2 _�2 � �� � �2� _�� � _�� 	 _	

�3 _�3 � �� � �3� _�� �� � �3� _�� 	 _	

After algebraicmanipulation, it may be shown that these equations
have unique solutions:

_�� ��1 _�1 � �2 _�2�=�2 _�� ��1 _�1 � �3 _�3 � �3 _��=�3
_	� ��1 _�1 � � _� � � _��=	 (12)

Singularities in _	 are precluded because 	 > 0 (i.e., the satellite is
always above the base plane).

Position and velocity covariance matrices are determined from
errors in satellite inertial position and velocity, derived by linearizing
Eqs. (9) and (11):

�r� �R1 �RT��1 �v� �V1 �RT
d���1�
dt
� dRT

dt
��1

Errors inRT have been neglected because the directions of the unit
vectors are not significantly perturbed. These identities are used to
derive the covariance matrix, as follows:

P�
Ef�r�rTg Ef�r�vTg
Ef�v�rTg Ef�v�vTg

" #

Ef�r�rTg � Ef�R1�R
T
1 g �RTEf��1��

T
1 gR

Ef�v�rTg � Ef�V1�R
T
1 g �RTE

�
d���1�
dt

��T1

�
R

�RT�TEf��1��
T
1 gR

Ef�r�vTg � �Ef�v�rTg�T

Ef�v�vTg � Ef�V1�V
T
1 g �RTE

�
d���1�
dt

d���T1 �
dt

�
R

�RT�TEf��1��
T
1 g�R �RTE

�
d���1�
dt

��T1

�
�R

�RT�TE

�
��1

d���T1 �
dt

�
R (13)

In taking the several expectations appearing in Eq. (13), it was
assumed that radar position and velocity errors �R1, �V1 are not
correlated with �r, �v.

The final step in the derivation is to express relative position and
velocity errors in terms of range and range rate errors ��k, � _�k

ρ1

ρ2

ρ3

R12

R13
R23

Radar 1
(Origin)

Radar 2

Radar 3

Satellite

ζ

η

ξ

Satellite

Fig. 3 Three-Dimensional trilateration geometry for SRR using a
radar network. Position components of the satellite relative to the origin

of coordinates at radar 1 are determined from three measurements of

range �1, �2, �3, and the known distances R12, R13, R23 between radars.
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(k� 1; 2; 3) and in terms of the radar location errors ��2, ��3, ��3 on
the pyramid base plane.After linearizingEqs. (10) and (12), itmay be
shown that:
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Following substitution of these identities, the constituent covari-
ance matrices (13) are given by:

Ef��1��
T
1 g ��P���

T ��P23�
T

E

�
d���1�
dt

��T1

�
��P _���

T � _�P���
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��1
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dt
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The range and range rate covariancesP��,P� _�,P _� _� are determined
during the triangulation step 1, and the geolocation covarianceP23 is
specified by the radar geolocation error model.

B. Iterated Nonlinear Batch Filter

An iterated nonlinear batch BCF(6) algorithm is initialized with

the prior estimate �x0 and covariance �P0 specified by the initial
trilateration solution (Sec. IV.A). As state and bias errors are initially

uncorrelated, it is also assumed that �S0 � 0. Estimates and covari-
ances are predicted to the current measurement time t 2 �t0; tN � using
a nonlinear prediction model:

x �t� ��� �x0; t� t0� �x0
�P�t� ��� �x0; t� t0� �P0�

T� �x0; t� t0�
�S�t� ��� �x0; t � t0� �S0�T�t� t0�

The transitionmatrices�,� are solutions of the followingmatrix-
differential equations:

d�

dt
� F�x��; ��0� � I6

d�

dt
� FB�; ��0� � I3

where F�x� is specified by Eq. (6) and FB is specified by Eq. (7).
The first equation above is coupled to Eq. (5) because F�x� depends
on the state. Solutions �� �x0; t� t0� and ��t � t0� depend on
elapsed time t � t0 and on �x0. Tropospheric model parameters are
implicit in �.

A weighted least-squares estimate x̂0 is generated at t0 using
measurements collected at time tn 2 �t0; tN �:

x̂0 � �x0 �
�X

GTnN
�1
n Gn

��1X
GTnN

�1
n �n

�n � y�tn� � h� �x�tn��

Nn �Gn �P0G
T
n � Bn � Rn � Gn �S0�T

n ��n
�ST0G

T
n

Gn � �Cn�� �x0; tn � t0� �n ���tn � t0�; Bn ��nB0�
T
n

where summations are taken over all associated measurements, and

the measurement sensitivity matrix �Cn � C� �x�tn�� was given by
Eq. (2). The covariance updates are specified by:

P̂0 �
�X

GTnN
�1
n Gn

��1�X
GTnN

�1
n �Bn � Rn�N�1n Gn

�

	
�X

GTnN
�1
n Gn

��1

Ŝ0 �
�X

GTnN
�1
n Gn

��1X
GTnN

�1
n �nB0

Although P̂0 does not explicitly depend on �P0 and Ŝ0 does not

explicitly depend on �S0, each residuals covariance Nn implicitly

depends on both �P0 and �S0. Although �S0 � 0, Ŝ0 is generally nonzero
after several iterations.

When filter states are sufficiently observable, iteration of these
batch estimates and covariances can improve estimation accuracy
and covariance fidelity [19]. This occurs because the nonlinear
measurement functions are evaluated with improved estimates on
each iteration. Based on simulation experience, convergence occurs
afterfive iterations, andmeasurements should be collected for at least
10–15 s (at 1 Hz data rate) for proper covariance conditioning.

V. Orbit Determination Accuracy
and Covariance Fidelity

SRR orbit determination accuracy and covariance fidelity are
determined with 100 Monte Carlo simulations. Three phased-array
radars are geographically separated by ground distances of 5034,
5557, and 3141km. For a satellite in a near-circular orbitwith altitude
1500 km, range distance from any of the radars to the satellite
fluctuates between 3000 and 4200 km. As the satellite traverses the
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sky, each phased array rotates in azimuth and elevation to maintain
the satellite near radar boresight. Radar position, velocity, orien-
tation, and angular rate are provided by a inertial navigation system
(INS) mounted at radar boresight.

Radar measurement and INS errors are randomized in the
simulations. As each radar maintains constant signal-to-noise ratio,
random errors in the range measurement have constant uncertainty
(e.g., 1–2 m, 1�). Composite clear air and weather statistics show
relatively stable 1� range biases at high elevations, and range biases
increase at lower elevations (Fig. 4). As all Earth-fixed radars can be
accurately emplaced, radar INS position and velocity biases are small
(1 m, 0:001 m=s, 1�). Although not relevant to trilateration, latitude-
dependent INS angular biases were also included (refer to Sec. VI).
Orbit parameters were not randomized, but initial position and
velocity are effectively randomized by the batch initialization
process (discussed in Sec. IV).

Statistics of the BCF(6) estimation errors are compared with the
filter covariances (Fig. 5). At each time, 1� error statistics are
computed for all Monte Carlo trials, and the corresponding
covariances are averaged because these quantities are relatively
stable for all trials. Radial, in-track, and orbit-normal position errors
do not exceed 5 m (1�) for the duration of track, and the smallest
errors occur when three radars simultaneously observe the satellite
(before 500 s). Small jumps in the in-track covariance indicate that
observability is reduced as the number of radars decreases from 3 to
2 radars (near 500 s), and from 2 to 1 radar (after 900 s). Nonetheless,
extremely precise tracks are maintained because of extremely
small steady-state velocity errors (less than 0:5 cm=s, 1�). These
Monte Carlo results clearly demonstrate that trilateration achieves
GPS-level position and velocity accuracies.

Covariance fidelity is concerned with the consistency of filter
covariance matrix with the statistics of the errors in the biased
estimates. As range measurement biases are accurately charac-
terized, BCF(6) has better covariance fidelity than EKF(6). For
example, EKF(6) position and velocity covariances (lower curves,
Fig. 6) are an order-of-magnitude smaller than the corresponding
errors in the estimates because random range errors are modeled but
range biases are not. Consequently, EKF(6) velocity covariances
decrease monotonically and diverge from the corresponding velocity

errors with more updates. Except for an initial transient, BCF(6)
covariance fidelity is best when 3 range measurements are available
(before 450 s, Fig. 6). Radial position and velocity covariances have
the poorest fidelity (Fig. 5), especially later in the track when fewer
than three radars provide coverage. The approximately quadratic
trend in the radial position error statistics and steady-state offset in
the radial velocity error statistics suggest an unmodeled gravity-
gradient effect that can be modeled with a very small amount of
radial velocity process noise (e.g., 1 	 10�7 m2=s3) to improve
covariance fidelity.

On the other hand, BCF(6) and EKF(6) errors in the position and
velocity estimates (irregular lines, Fig. 6) are very similar because
uncompensated range biases limit trilateration accuracy. Con-
sequently, radar operating frequency should be carefully selected to
minimize range bias sensitivity to environmental phenomena such as
ionospheric delay [9], and elevations above 5 deg are recommended
to minimize the tropospheric delay. For mobile radars, an accurate
GPS/INS will minimize navigation biases in position and velocity.

More accurate radar measurements will not significantly improve
steady-state trilateration accuracy because of uncompensated range
biases. For example, radar chirp bandwidth could be increased to
reduce range random errors below 1 m, but uncompensated range
biases are on the order of a few meters, thereby negating this
improvement. Similarly, range rate (Doppler) measurements reduce
velocity errors during filter transient response, but steady-state
velocity errors are very similar (Fig. 7) because of range biases.

Bias characterization is not bias estimation. With three additional
range bias states and range bias models for prediction, range biases
can be estimated and removed from the position and velocity esti-
mates. Although more complex to implement, range bias estimation
with trilateration, wideband range resolution, and range rate mea-
surements may prove to be as accurate as SLR orbit determination.

VI. Applications to Ballistic Missile Defense

SRR techniques have new and important applications to ballistic
missile defense. A precise ephemeris for most any satellite in the
North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) catalog
enables on-demand angle calibration of any radar in the network

Fig. 4 Simulated 1� range bias statistics for combined clear air andweather tropospheric effects for three network radars.Clear air tropospheric errors

are largest at elevations below 5 deg.
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(Sec. VI.A). Track accuracy and covariance fidelity can be consider-
ably improved compared with fused triangulation techniques
(Sec. VI.B).

A. Radar Angle Bias Calibration

SRR techniques provide a GPS-quality ephemeris for any of over
16,000 satellites and rocket bodies in the NORAD catalog (subject to

altitude and visibility limitations). The precise ephemeris enables
real-time angle bias calibration for all radars in the network, as often
and as timely as needed (hence, “on demand”). In comparison, the
handful of SLR satellites with precise ephemerides offer limited
coverage opportunities.

Gyrocompassing alignment of the radar INS relies on inertial
sensor measurements of the gravity acceleration and Earth angular

Fig. 6 Comparison of EKF andbias characterization filter 1� estimation error statistics (irregular lines) and 1� covariance traces (smooth lines) for 100

Monte Carlo trials. Root-sum-square errors in position and velocity are evaluated at probability� 0:6084, corresponding to the covariance trace.

Fig. 5 Bias characterization filter 1� estimation error statistics (irregular lines) and 1� covariances (smooth lines) for 100Monte Carlo trials in radial,
in-track, and orbit-normal components.
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velocity vectors. Consequently, residual alignment biases are caused
by accelerometer and gyro errors. Yaw misalignments are latitude-
dependent because the local east direction is determined by the
crossproduct of the gravity and the local north component of Earth
angular velocity. Pitch and roll misalignments are relatively inde-
pendent of latitude because the local vertical direction is determined
by gravity. Numerical values of the GPS/INS yaw, pitch, and roll
misalignment uncertainties [20] are provided for three radars (refer
to Table 3).

Yaw, pitch, and rollmisalignments are calibrated by comparing the
unit LOS vectors determined from the radar u, v detections, and the
SRR ephemeris. The detections specify a unit LOS vector in radar
face coordinates that is transformed to topocentric east–north–up
(ENU) coordinates using the measured INS yaw, pitch, and roll
angles, which contain themisalignment errors. A reference unit LOS
vector in ENU coordinates is determined using the SRR ephemeris
and radar INS position vectors. The reference LOS specifies the
calibration reference because it is independent of the INS
misalignments. The yaw misalignment is the mean azimuth error
whereas the pitch misalignment is the mean elevation error. Roll
errors are unobservable using this approach.

Yaw and pitch calibration statistics are simulated using 100
Monte Carlo trials for each radar (refer to Table 3). As angular
detections are significantly corrupted by tropospheric refraction
errors at low elevations, calibration was performed using detections
data at elevations above 10 deg. In all cases, mean calibration errors
are small (�5–6 �rad), and the 1� statistics of the calibrated mis-
alignments are consistent with the assumed ensemble uncertainties
(indicating small calibration errors).

B. System-Level Track Accuracy and Covariance Fidelity

System-level track accuracy and covariance fidelity are important
factors in the synthesis of a fire control solution that maximizes
probability of intercept. Currently, system-level tracks are deter-
mined by fusing tracks frommultiple radars, or by selecting one track
provided by themost accurate radar [21]. Fusion of track covariances
predicts that the fused covariance is smaller than all constituent
covariances. Radar measurement biases should be characterized
in the covariances to properly weight the solution. When radar
measurement biases are not considered, radars with the smallest
range and angle resolution (and hence smallest random errors)
dominate the fused solution.

Batch fusion occurs with (at least) two independent sets of
estimates and covariance matrices. In the following analysis, each

radar’s estimate x̂k and covariance matrix P̂k are determined using
the BCF(6) triangulation updates, predicted to a common fusion
time. A fused estimate x̂ is weighted by the “information” provided
in each individual radar estimate [22]:

x̂� P̂
X
k�1

P̂�1k x̂k P̂�1 �
X
k�1
P̂�1k

where the summation is taken over all available radars. The fused

information matrix P̂�1 is the sum of information matrices P̂�1k
provided by each available radar.

Fused triangulation is compared with SRR trilateration when
BCF (6) covariances accurately characterize the radar measurement
biases in both cases (Fig. 8). Errors in the estimates and covariance
traces are smaller for trilateration (lower curves) compared with
fused triangulation (upper curves). Errors in the estimates are shown
for only one Monte Carlo trial because ensemble error statistics are
expected to confirm the covariance predictions. During 135 s before
SRR initiation, fused triangulation errors with 2 radars are at least an
order of magnitude larger compared with errors afterward.

Trilateration errors and covariances are always smaller than fused
triangulation because uncalibrated angle biases (refer to Table 3)
significantly degrade the additional information in the angle mea-
surements. As angle biases approach zero with better radar angle

Fig. 7 Comparison of bias characterization filter estimation 1� error statistics with rangemeasurements only (upper curves) andwith range and range

rate measurements (lower curves) for 100 Monte Carlo trials. Root-sum-square errors in position (left) and velocity (right) correspond to

probability� 0:6084.

Table 3 GPS/INS angular misalignment and

calibration uncertainties

Radar 1 Radar 2 Radar 3

Geodetic latitude 20 deg N 50 deg N 70 deg N
1� yaw misalignment 142 �rad 219 �rad 424 �rad
1� yaw calibration 149 �rad 229 �rad 379 �rad
1� pitch and roll misalignments 60 �rad 60 �rad 60 �rad
1� pitch calibration 68 �rad 66 �rad 76 �rad
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calibration, fused triangulation will ultimately outperform trilatera-
tion because bias-free angle measurements provide more infor-
mation compared with a range-only solution. However, when angle
biases are large (no calibration), it is better to use only rangemeasure-
ments and not to use angle measurements at all.

VII. Conclusions

Satellite radar ranging (SRR) is implemented with six-state batch
and recursive filters that characterize the effects of uncompensated
range biases on the estimation process. This mechanization provides
the best accuracy and covariance fidelity with reasonable (though not
minimum) filter complexity. Estimation error statistics are consistent
with the corresponding filter covariance matrices because uncom-
pensated range biases are accurately characterized. In contrast,
extended Kalman filter covariances are an order-of-magnitude
smaller than their estimation error statistics because random range
errors, but not range biases, are characterized.

Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that precise orbit deter-
mination can be achieved using only range measurements (no angle
measurements) collected from several radars in a regional network.
As uncompensated range bias errors are comparable to Global
Positioning System (GPS) pseudorange errors, 1� position and
velocity errors smaller than 10m and 1 cm=s can be achieved. These
accuracies can be achieved rapidly during initial trilateration when
three radars simultaneously view the satellite. Afterward, GPS-level
position accuracy can be maintained for the duration of the satellite
pass, evenwith fewer than three radars, because initial velocity errors
are small. All radar locations relative to the geoid must be accurately
specified, and radar range measurements must be accurately
calibrated.

Orbit determination errors with trilateration are smaller compared
with triangulation and fused triangulation (refer to Table 4). GPS-
level orbit determination accuracy can be achieved with trilateration
because uncompensated range biases are on the order of meters.
Crossrange errors, which scalewith the product of range distance and
angle errors, cause significant triangulation errors for 1 radar.
Angular biases arise from environmental phenomena such as tropo-
spheric and ionospheric refraction, and from alignment errors of the
inertial navigation system.With multiple radars, trilateration is more
accurate than fused triangulation with uncalibrated angle biases.

Uncompensated range biases limit range trilateration accuracy.
Consequently, radar operations should minimize sensitivity to
unwanted environmental phenomena such as ionospheric and
tropospheric range delays. For example, operating frequencies above
S-band reduce ionospheric effects, whereas tropospheric delays
can be reduced at elevations above 5 deg. Without range bias
estimation, trilateration accuracy cannot be significantly improved
with better range resolution or with range rate (Doppler) mea-
surements. With range bias estimation, wideband range resolution
and range rate measurements, SRR accuracy might be competitive
with satellite laser ranging accuracy.

Missile defense radars can benefit from SRR techniques because
accurate orbit determination and excellent covariance fidelity can be
achieved on a very short timeline. Covariance fidelity is important
for interceptor battle management and radar-to-interceptor track
correlation. As a precise ephemeris can be generated for most any
satellite in the North American Aerospace Defense Command
catalog, SRR trilateration enables on-demand angle calibration of
any radar in the network.
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